The Anti-Apoptotic, Glucocorticoid Receptor Cochaperone Protein BAG-1 Is a Long-Term Target for the Actions of Mood Stabilizers
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Increasing data suggest that impairments of cellular plasticity/resilience underlie the pathophysiology of bipolar disorder. A series of microarray studies with validating criteria have recently revealed a common, novel target for the long-term actions of the structurally highly dissimilar mood stabilizers lithium and valproate: BAG-1 [B-cell CLL/lymphoma 2]-associated athanogene]. Because BAG-1 attenuates glucocorticoid receptor (GR) nuclear translocation, activates ERK (extracellular signal-regulated kinase) MAP (mitogen-activated protein) kinases, and potentiates anti-apoptotic functions of BCL-2, extensive additional studies were undertaken. Chronic administration of both agents at therapeutic doses increased the expression of BAG-1 in rat hippocampus. Furthermore, these findings were validated at the protein level, and the effects were seen in a time frame consistent with therapeutic effects and were specific for mood stabilizers. Functional studies showed that either lithium or valproate, at therapeutically relevant levels, inhibited dexamethasone-induced GR nuclear translocation and inhibited GR transcriptional activity. Furthermore, small interfering RNA studies showed that these inhibitory effects on GR activity were mediated, at least in part, through BAG-1. The observation that BAG-1 inhibits glucocorticoid activation suggests that mood stabilizers may counteract the deleterious effects of hypercortisolemia seen in bipolar disorder by upregulating BAG-1. Additionally, these studies suggest that regulation of GR-mediated plasticity may play a role in the treatment of bipolar disorder and raise the possibility that agents affecting BAG-1 more directly may represent novel therapies for this devastating illness.
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Introduction

Despite the devastating impact that bipolar disorder (BD) has on the lives of millions worldwide, there is still a dearth of knowledge concerning its underlying etiology and pathophysiology. Several laboratories have therefore been focusing extensively on elucidating the molecular and cellular mechanisms of action of mood-stabilizing agents, with the expectation that these observations will delineate specific cascades that may be identical to or impinge on those most affected by the disease (Manji and Lenox, 2000a; Birnbaum et al., 2004). However, although acute, in vitro effects of mood stabilizers have been identified previously, their therapeutic effects in the treatment of BD are only seen after chronic administration (Quiroz et al., 2004). In addition, chemically distinct mood stabilizers such as lithium and valproate (VPA), which have fairly distinct primary biochemical targets, show similar (albeit not identical) clinical effects in the treatment of BD. When coupled, these observations suggest that downstream and adaptive changes in cell function, rather than acute actions on direct pharmacological targets, may be of the greatest importance. A series of cDNA microarray studies were undertaken recently to identify changes in gene expression in rat hippocampus brought about by chronic lithium or VPA.

One gene whose expression was upregulated by both chronic lithium and VPA is BAG-1 [B-cell CLL/lymphoma 2]-associated athanogene]. Athanogene is derived from the Greek word “athanos,” which means “anti-death.” Thus, BAG-1 was initially identified as a protein interacting with and potentiating the anti-apoptotic function of BCL-2 (Takayama et al., 1995).

BAG-1 was one of several genes regulated by both lithium and valproate in both rodent studies and human neuroblastoma cell studies. This gene was selected for extensive additional study because increasing recent data suggest that, in addition to neurochemical alterations, impairments of cellular plasticity and resilience may also underlie the pathophysiology of severe mood disorders (Manji et al., 2000; Duman, 2002; Du et al., 2004). In
this context, BAG-1 has three known functions that may be very relevant for the treatment of severe mood disorders: (1) as mentioned, BAG-1 potentiates the function of BCL-2, thereby enhancing cell survival (Takayama et al., 1995); (2) BAG-1 activates extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases cascades (signaling cascades used by endogenous neurotrophic factors to bring about numerous long-term effects) (Kermer et al., 2002); and (3) BAG-1 is a co-chaperone protein involved in modulating the function of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) (Schneier et al., 1999). The latter observations are notable, because hypercortisolemia has been postulated to mediate many of the deleterious effects of severe stressors and is a common accompaniment of severe mood disorders (McEwen, 1999; Sapolsky, 2000).

Because the chronic administration of medications brings about numerous effects, investigators have recently developed a series of validating criteria for potential therapeutic relevance (Coyle and Manji, 2002; Coyle and Duman, 2003); we find that BAG-1 fulfills all of these criteria and represents a novel target for the treatment of BD.

Materials and Methods

Animals. All animal treatments, procedures, and care were approved by the National Institute of Mental Health Animal Care and Use Committee and followed the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Male Wistar Kyoto rats (starting weight, 150–200 g) were housed three to four per cage in a 12 h light/dark cycle and had access to water and food ad libitum. After a 1 week accommodation period, the rats were treated as follows: for lithium and valproate treatment, drug-containing chow was custom produced by Bio-Serve (Frenchtown, NJ). Drug-containing chow and control chow were identical with the exception of the added drug and were produced at both a low and regular concentration for each drug with concentrations of lithium carbonate (1.2 and 2.4 g/kg) and sodium valproate (10 and 20 g/kg). These doses of lithium and valproate have been used extensively by our group and others and found to lead to serum drug levels similar to those achieved therapeutically in the treatment of bipolar disorder (Chen et al., 1999). As with the clinical situation, rats were initially treated (for 1 week) at the lower dose, followed by 3 weeks of full-dose treatment. The lithium experiment included 12 control and 12 experimental animals, all provided with daily bedding changes to minimize the effects of lithium-induced polyuria (a well-known lithium side effect). The valproate experiment also included 12 control and 12 experimental animals.

All rats were weighed and then killed by decapitation during the morning hours. Mean ± SD for the weights of the animals used for the protein studies of chronic mood-stabilizer treatment were as follows: control, 295.8 ± 11.8 g; lithium, 271.4 ± 9.0 g; and VPA, 254.6 ± 8.9 g. Animal weights in acute treatment were as follows: control, 182.6 ± 10.39 g; fluvoxamine, 276.17 ± 9.15 g; and haloperidol, 292.00 ± 29.16 g. Before dissection, the osmotic pumps were taken out to check the remaining drug volumes inside, and delivered drug volumes via the pumps were estimated, which did not exceed 10% difference compared with those calculated by flow rates. All procedures and surgeries were conducted in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guidelines for Survival Rodent Surgery. After the treatments, all animals were killed by decapitation. The rat brains were removed immediately after decapitation and dissected on ice, and hippocampi were rapidly frozen in dry ice and stored at −80°C until additional analyses.

Cell culture. Human SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells were cultured in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO₂ at 37°C in DMEM (In-vitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) plus 5% fetal bovine serum supplemented with 100 IU/ml penicillin G sodium, 100 µg/ml streptomycin sulfate, and 0.25 µg/ml amphotericin B. The medium was changed every 3–4 d. Treatment with 0.05% trypsin and 0.53 mM EDTA was used to split and harvest and to passage the cells. For selected assays, minor modifications were made to the components of the media; these minor modifications are noted in the corresponding sections/figure legends. For the mood-stabilizer (lithium or VPA) treatment, passaged cells were cultured in DMEM plus 0.1% fetal bovine serum without antibiotics.

Immunoblotting (Western blot). Immunoblotting was conducted as described previously (Chen et al., 1998), with minor modifications. In brief, rat hippocampal or SH-SY5Y cells were suspended in ice-cold lysis buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 2.5 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 1% Triton X-100, 150 mM NaCl, and 1 mM β-glycerophosphate, as well as the following ingredients, which were added to the buffer immediately before use (final concentration): 5 mM DTT, 1× Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail I, Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail II, and Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail (all three phosphatase inhibitors were from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The brain tissue or SH-SY5Y cells were then homogenized by passing through a 26 gauge needle 10 times and were further sonicated for 1 s 10 times using a VirSonic ultrasonic cell disrupter (VirTis, Gardening, NY) at setting 2.5; the homogenates were then centrifuged for 15 min at 14,000 g to remove insoluble debris. Protein concentrations were determined with a BCA protein assay kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Before undertaking the mood stabilizer studies, varying protein concentrations obtained from the hippocampus or SH-SY5Y cells were subjected to Western blotting; subsequent studies were undertaken using hippocampal or SH-SY5Y cell protein concentrations known to be within the linear range for BAG-1 immunoreactivity. Equal amounts of proteins from homogenized hippocampus or SH-SY5Y cells were separated by 14% SDS gradient gel electrophoresis (In-vitrogen), transferred to nitrocellulose membranes, and immunoblotted with 1:300 BAG-1 antibodies (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA). HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies and immunoblotting with 1:10000 IgG anti-rabbit antibody (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) were the secondary antibodies. The immunoreactive bands were visualized by Amersham Bio-sciences enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL+) and exposed to Kodak Biomax or Biolight film (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY). The ECL signal intensities were quantified using the Kodak IS4400CF Image analysis system and standard curve method. An aliquot of pooled “standard” rat brain (hippocampus) or SH-SY5Y cell fraction was run on one lane of each gel. Data were normalized against the standard rat brain or SH-SY5Y fractions to minimize between-blot variability.

Immunohistochemistry. Rats were deeply anesthetized with chloral hydrate and perfused via the ascending aorta with saline until the outflow became clear, followed by 0.1 mM PBS, pH 7.4, containing 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min. The brains were rapidly removed and postfixed in the same fixative plus 20% sucrose at 4°C for 48 h and then rapidly frozen and stored at −80°C. Serial sections (30 µm/slide) were cut coronally using a cryostat and mounted on glass slides. Slides were washed, and nonspecific activity was blocked with 5% normal goat serum in PBS. Brain sections were then incubated with anti-BAG-1 antibody (1:500 in dilution) in 0.1% PBS containing 1% normal goat serum and 0.3% Triton X-100 overnight. The secondary, biotinylated goat antibody-anti-rabbit antibody (1:200) was added for 1 h, followed by an incubation with HRP–avidin–biotin complex (1:50, Vector ABC kit; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) for 1 additional hour. The color was developed by treatment with 0.05% dianisobenzidine and 3,3′-diaminobenzidine under anhydrous condition.
0.003% \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) in PBS. The sections were then dehydrated, cleared, and mounted. To verify specificity of the results, the immunostaining procedure was performed in parallel using anti-BAG-1 antibody preabsorbed with 5–10 \( \mu \text{g/ml} \) synthetic peptide immunogen.

Because lithium has been shown recently to robustly protect against stress-induced CA3 dendritic atrophy (Wood et al., 2004), this region was selected for more detailed investigation. Immunohistostains (three sections from each of the five animals per group) from each of the three treatment groups were analyzed with a Zeiss (Oberkochen, Germany) Axiosplan-2 microscope equipped with a Hitachi (Tokyo, Japan) digital camera and NIH Image 1.62 analysis software by an experimenter blind to the study code. Quantitation for BAG-1 was performed on live acquired images of dimensions 582 \( \times \) 228 \( \mu \text{m}^2 \) in hippocampal CA3 pyramidal neurons. The number of the cells in the analyzed field was obtained by counting individual cells positive for BAG-1.

**Transfections.** Cells were plated at a density of 1.0 \( \times \) 10\(^5\) in 1 ml of DMEM with 0.1% fetal bovine serum and without antibiotics per well on 12-well plates. Cells were treated as described, and media were changed the day before transfection. For each well containing a 1 ml sample, 4 \( \mu \)l of Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) was diluted in 50 \( \mu \)l of Opti-MEM I medium, mixed gently, and incubated for 5 min at room temperature. DNA (plasmid) was diluted in 50 \( \mu \)l of Opti-MEM I medium and mixed gently. The diluted Lipofectamine and DNA were then mixed gently and incubated for 20 min at room temperature. Lipofectamine 2000 (100 \( \mu \)l) and DNA complexes were added to each well and gently mixed. Media were replaced 6–12 h after transfection.

Glucocorticoid receptor activity reporter system. The reporter vector used was pGRE-SEAP, which contains a glucocorticoid response element (GRE) as the enhancer and secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) as the reporter. Activated GR binds to GRES and initiates expression of SEAP, the levels of which reflect glucocorticoid activity. The reporter vector pGRE-SEAP also contains a TATA-like promoter named pTAL. To contrast the pure GRE function of pGRE-SEAP, a negative control vector, pTAL-SEAP, a vector derived from pGRE-SEAP with GRE trimmed to test the pure promoter effects, was adopted. As a positive control, pSEAP2 control vector, which can express SEAP in most cell lines, was used to evaluate the transfection and SEAP detection system. Another control vector, pEGFP-Luc, expresses both enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) and luciferase, was used to evaluate the transfection efficiency (all above-mentioned vectors were from Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). The GR expression vector was pRShGR (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA), which expresses the human GRu. To investigate dexamethasone-induced GR activation, pGRE-SEAP and pRShGR were co-transfected into SH-SY5 cells for reporter levels, pTAL-SEAP and pRShGR were cotransfected into SH-SY5 cells to obtain reporter background levels, and pGRE-SEAP was chosen to determine pure GRE activation. To normalize the values obtained using the SEAP reporter system, for both the pGRE-SEAP/pRShGR combination for GRE activity and the pTAL-SEAP/pRShGR combination for background, the pSV-\( \beta \)-galactosidase control vector (Promega, Madison, WI) was cotransfected, and the levels of cellular \( \beta \)-galactosidase were determined using the Promega \( \beta \)-galactosidase enzyme assay system; the values obtained were used to normalize the levels of the reporter (SEAP).

**Glucocorticoid receptor nuclear translocation.** SH-SY5 cells were cultured in 12-well polystyrene plates on the coverslips (Nalge Nunc International, Rochester, New York, NY) preplaced in each well for 6 d. Preliminary dose and time studies were undertaken; the cells were then incubated with dexamethasone (100 nm) for 30 min at 37°C. The cells were then washed once with ice-cold PBS and fixed with PBS containing 4% paraformaldehyde and 120 \( \mu \)l sucrose for 1 h on ice. After washing the cells with PBS three times, the cells were blocked with PBS containing 10% goat serum, 1% BSA, and 0.2% Triton X-100 for 1 h at room temperature and subsequently incubated with rabbit anti-GR antibody (1:40) in PBS containing 5% goat serum, 0.5% BSA, and 0.2% Triton X-100 at 4°C overnight (120 \( \mu \)l). The next day, coverslips were washed three times with PBS containing 0.5% BSA and 0.2% Triton X-100. Cyanine 3 (Cy3)-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibodies (1:300) were diluted with PBS containing 0.5% BSA and 0.2% Triton X-100. Diluted secondary antibody (120 \( \mu \)l) was added to each well and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Coverslips were then rinsed with PBS containing 0.4% Triton X-100. Nuclei were stained using 300 ng 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI) in PBS for 5 min at room temperature. After extensive washing, the coverslips were mounted on glass slides in antifade mounting media (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and observed using the Zeiss LSM 510 laser scanning confocal microscope.

For quantitative analysis, a maximum of 100 cells per high-power field (250 \( \times \)) and 10 fields were counted as one “count”; representative pictures for each group were taken in a blinded manner. The field was moved in a fixed pattern to prevent recounting the same cells and to ensure that cells were sampled equally from the center and edge of the culture slips. Immunopositive cells were examined at 250\( \times \). Scales were calibrated by using a microscope scale bar at the same magnification. Measurements included percentage of positive cells immunostained by the GR antibody (positive cells per total cells) in the nucleus. The results reported for each treatment represent the mean and SE obtained from three independent experiments and six counts.

**BAG-1 small interfering RNA studies.** To more definitively establish a causal relationship between mood stabilizer-induced changes in GR nuclear translocation/GR-mediated gene expression and BAG-1 upregulation, a small interfering RNA (siRNA) strategy was used. Thus, siRNAs with hairpin structures were designed to target the human BAG-1 coding region, which is shared by all four isoforms of the human BAG-1. Each siRNA contains a fragment of a 19 nt sense sequence and a fragment of a 19 nt antisense sequence joined by a 9 nt loop. We designed three siRNAs for BAG-1 and tested them for their effectiveness in knocking down BAG-1 protein levels. We then selected two of the three according to their effectiveness for additional use in the functional studies. The first one was SiBAG1IA, with a sense-strand sequence of 5’-GACGACCTTCCTGATT-3’; the second one was SiBAG1IC, with a sense-strand sequence of 5’-GAGGTGAACTAAGAAGTT3’; their scrambled sequences were used as control. The sense-strand sequence of SiBAG1IA scrambled oligo was 5’-GAGAAGCCTTCTTCCAC-3’, and the sense-strand sequence of SiBAG1IC scrambled oligo was 5’-GAGGTGAACTTGCG-ATGAAAA-3’. Care was taken to ensure that the scrambled sequences did not have nonspecific matches for any genes based on BLAST (basic local alignment search tool) searches in GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/). The initial step for constructing an siRNA expression vector in our study was to synthesize two 64 bp oligos (two oligo sequences are complimentary to each other except for the terminal four nucleotides), which include both the sense and antisense sequences of the corresponding 19 bp siRNA, the hairpin-forming sequence, and the adapter sequences for cloning. The two 64 bp oligos were annealed to form a double-stranded DNA segment. Because our experiments were geared to investigate longer-term (days) effects of BAG-1 siRNA, we used a strategy whereby the double-stranded DNA segments were then cloned into the pSilencer 3.0-H1 system (Ambion, Austin, TX) according to the guidelines of the manufacturer. The cloning was verified through sequence analysis of the cloned hairpin-siRNA expression DNA segment and adjacent vector sequences. For application of the siRNA, the siRNA expression vector was transfected into cells. The main advantage of the expression-type siRNA is that it can maintain a relatively constant level of siRNA in the cells without fluctuations caused by degradation; this is a particularly important consideration when relatively longer (>24 h) observation periods are needed (as in the studies undertaken here).

**Statistical analyses.** All data were analyzed in SPSS (release 11.5; SPSS, Chicago, IL) by one-way ANOVA post hoc test (for three or more groups) or Student’s t test (for two groups) and are presented as mean \( \pm \) SE (n is number of the animals or number of observations). In ANOVA, Q–Q plot was adopted for normal distribution test, and Levene’s test was used for the test of equality of group variances. Tukey’s post hoc test (honestly significant difference) was adopted if the variances between groups were similar.

**Results**

BAG-1 protein levels are upregulated by both chronic lithium and VPA at therapeutically relevant concentrations in rat hippocampus

Previous microarray studies suggested that chronic (3–4 weeks) treatment with the structurally highly dissimilar mood stabilizers
lithium and valproate both increased BAG-1 expression in rat hippocampus. To confirm that BAG-1 protein was also upregulated, Western blot studies were undertaken. Immunoblot analysis of rat brain tissue showed that chronic treatment with either lithium or VPA significantly upregulated the BAG-1 protein levels in rat hippocampus (Fig. 1a). As has been demonstrated previously, three BAG-1 bands with molecular weights of ~50, 36, and 32 kDa were identified in rodent tissue (Fig. 1a). Quantitative analysis [optical density (OD)] showed that chronic treatment with lithium or VPA robustly upregulated BAG-1 protein, albeit in a nonidentical manner. Thus, both lithium and VPA produced an ~50% increase in the 32 kDa isofrom (relative OD: control, 100 ± 14.23; lithium, 159.74 ± 19.63; VPA, 155.82 ± 14.22; lithium vs control, p = 0.032; VPA vs control, p = 0.048; lithium vs VPA, p = 0.983; n = 11). Moreover, lithium and VPA produced ~100% increases in BAG-1 50 and 36 kDa isoforms, respectively (50 kDa, relative OD: control, 100 ± 11.40; lithium, 197.64 ± 22.59; VPA, 122.64 ± 29.82; lithium vs control, p = 0.021; VPA vs control, p = 0.762; lithium vs VPA, p = 0.079; n = 6; 36 kDa, relative OD: control, 100 ± 12.89; lithium, 133.64 ± 9.16; VPA, 209.94 ± 15.50; lithium vs control, p = 0.17; VPA vs control, p = 5.00 × 10^{-6}; lithium vs VPA, p = 0.0007; n = 10) (Fig. 1a).

**Short-term (5–7 d) treatment with lithium or VPA does not affect BAG-1 protein levels in rat hippocampus**

To ascertain potential therapeutic relevance, short-term treatment studies were also undertaken (at a time point when clinical effects are generally not observed). To determine whether short-term lithium or valproate treatment has an effect on BAG-1 protein levels, rats were also treated for ~5–7 d. No significant changes in BAG-1 levels were observed with short-term treatment with either drug (50 kDa, relative OD: control, 100 ± 8.60; lithium, 104.75 ± 8.50; VPA, 109.38 ± 12.13; p = 0.801; 36 kDa, relative OD: control, 100 ± 8.84; lithium, 91.31 ± 8.05; VPA, 113.44 ± 10.94; p = 0.264; 32 kDa, relative OD: control, 100 ± 8.53; lithium, 109.33 ± 10.67; VPA, 115.41 ± 12.74; p = 0.603; n = 8) (Fig. 1b).

**Specificity of effects: chronic treatment with non-mood-stabilizer psychotropics does not alter BAG-1 protein levels in rat hippocampus**

There is a growing concern in studies of psychotropic drug action that drugs of fairly diverse clinical classes (such as antidepressants, antipsychotics, and anxiolitics) have been demonstrated to affect certain common targets/processes (such as BDNF expression and hippocampal neurogenesis). For this reason, the demonstration that a particular target is “specific” for a class of drugs has been thought to represent an important validating criteria for the potential therapeutic relevance of the target (Coyle and Manji, 2002; Coyle and Duman, 2003). Thus, to determine whether the lithium- or VPA-induced BAG-1 upregulation was specific for mood stabilizers, the effects of a number of other psychotropic drugs, belonging to different classes, were investigated. For these studies, a psychostimulant, an antidepressant, and an antipsychotic were chosen. Chronic (3 week) treatment with 0.5 mg · kg^{-1} · d^{-1} amphetamine (a psychostimulant), 0.5 mg · kg^{-1} · d^{-1} haloperidol (an antipsychotic), or 10 mg · kg^{-1} · d^{-1} fluvoxamine (an antidepressant) was without effect on BAG-1 levels (50 kDa, relative OD: control, 100 ± 11.19; amphetamine, 107.31 ± 7.99; fluvoxamine, 94.4 ± 8.84; haloperidol, 101.01 ± 8.71; p = 0.806; 36 kDa, relative OD: control, 100 ± 10.75; amphetamine, 98.14 ± 4.91; fluvoxamine, 98.28 ± 7.02; haloperidol, 103.15 ± 6.56; p = 0.963; 32 kDa, relative OD: control, 100 ± 7.12, amphetamine, 111.81 ± 9.08; fluvoxamine, 97.68 ± 7.18; haloperidol, 97.78 ± 8.16; p = 0.545; n = 8) (Fig. 1c).

Together, the results suggest that the regulatory effects of lithium and VPA on BAG-1 require chronic treatment and are specific to these mood stabilizers.

**Chronic lithium or VPA increases BAG-1 immunoreactivity in hippocampal CA3 neurons**

Chronic restraint stress has been shown to induce a remodeling of apical dendrites on CA3 pyramidal cell neurons, effects that are likely mediated (at least in part) by enhanced glucocorticoid throughput (McEwen, 1999; Sapolsky, 2000). These observations are particularly noteworthy for the purposes of the present series of studies because chronic lithium has been demonstrated recently to prevent the effects of chronic stress on CA3 pyramidal cell neuroarchitecture (Wood et al., 2004). Because BAG-1 exerts an inhibitory effect on GR function, this hippocampal subfield was chosen for more detailed analysis of mood-stabilizer effects on BAG-1 levels. Chronic treatment with both agents was found to significantly increase BAG-1 immunolabeling in hippocampal...
CA3 neurons (average number of the BAG-1-positive cells in the analyzed fields: control, 30.07 ± 0.67; lithium, 36.93 ± 0.91; VPA, 39.63 ± 0.75; lithium vs control, p = 0.00012; VPA vs control, \( p = 5.03 \times 10^{-5} \); lithium vs VPA, \( p = 0.074 \) (Fig. 2)).

Western blot and immunohistochemistry showed trends of elevated BAG-1 levels in the frontal cortex and striatum, but not as robustly as in the hippocampus.

BAG-1 protein levels are also upregulated by both lithium and VPA at therapeutically relevant concentrations in human neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells in a time-dependent pattern

To mechanistically dissect the effects of mood stabilizers on BAG-1 protein in detail, in vitro systems are necessary. Furthermore, it is important to ascertain whether the effects of mood stabilizers also occur in tissue with a human neuronal phenotype; human neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells were therefore used for these mechanistic studies. We detected four isoforms of the human BAG-1 protein in SH-SY5Y cells, corresponding to molecular weights of 50, 46, 36, and 29 kDa, as expected from the human BAG-1 gene structure. The signal of the 29 kDa isoform was very weak and was therefore not included in our quantitative analysis. For time course studies, SH-SY5Y cells were treated for 24 h, 3 d, 6 d, or 8 d with 1.0 mM lithium or VPA (the plasma concentration obtained in humans in the treatment of bipolar disorder). Immunoblot analysis showed that BAG-1 levels were indeed upregulated in these cells by lithium (on day 6, after ODs of controls are adjusted to 1, relative ODs of the three isoforms are as follows: 50 kDa, 1.77 ± 0.44, \( p = 0.033 \); 46 kDa, 1.58 ± 0.68, \( p = 0.040 \); 36 kDa, 1.21 ± 0.27, \( p = 0.039 \) (Fig. 3a) or VPA (on day 6, after ODs of controls are adjusted to 1, relative ODs of the three isoforms are as follows: 50 kDa, 1.83 ± 0.23, \( p = 0.003 \); 46 kDa, 2.00 ± 0.17, \( p = 0.009 \); 36 kDa, 1.39 ± 0.05, \( p = 0.004 \) (Fig. 3b); even in the cultured system, chronic drug administration was required, and effects were seen beginning at day 6 and lasting through day 8 (the longest time examined).

It should be noted that BAG-1 has different isoforms: in humans, there are four isoforms (50, 46, 36, and 29 kDa) according to gene structure and immunoblotting analyses (Yang et al., 1998). The 29 kDa isoform is very low in abundance, precluding accurate quantitation. In mice, there are two isoforms (50 and 32 kDa) according to gene structure and immunoblotting analyses (Takayama et al., 1998). The gene structure of the rat BAG-1 gene has not yet been entirely reported, but it is anticipated that rat BAG-1 also has two isoforms. In our Western blot analysis, we found two bands for the short isoform, the same phenomenon also reported by other researchers, and the explanation was phosphorylation (Packham et al., 1997; Hayashi et al., 2000). There is no clear equivalent between BAG-1 isoforms from humans and mice or rats; however, according to gene structure, gene expression, and transgenic functional studies (Takayama et al., 1998; Kermer et al., 2003), murine long-form BAG-1 similar to the human 50 kDa isoform and murine short-form BAG-1 are similar, at least in part, to the three other human isoforms.

Lithium inhibits GR reporter gene activity in a time- and dose-dependent manner

Having established that chronic lithium or VPA upregulates BAG-1 levels in SH-SY5Y cells, these cells were used to investigate the effects of mood stabilizers on BAG-1 regulation of GR function. To establish the glucocorticoid receptor activity reporter system, we tested the transfection at different DNA (plasmid) concentrations and then selected 0.5 μg/ml based on the transfection efficiencies. For quality control, we tested the background effects of 1.0 mM lithium or 1.0 mM VPA on the expression of pGRE-SEAP, which is a vector reporting glucocorticoid activity through expression of SEAP. Lithium showed no difference compared with control (saline); however, VPA strongly activated pGRE-SEAP and caused a very high expression of the reporter (SEAP). We also tested both mood stabilizers on pTAL-SEAP, a vector identical to pGRE-SEAP but without the GRE, through which pure promoter effects can be tested. The results showed that lithium was not different from saline in its effect on pTAL-SEAP, but VPA strongly activated the vector. In this context, it is noteworthy that Phiel et al. (2001) have demonstrated that VPA is a histone deacetylase inhibitor and that this results in a robust increase in reporter gene expression. The high “basal” (i.e., before the addition of specific agonist) gene expression levels make it difficult to study the more modest effects of a specific agonist (such as glucocorticoid agonist). Because of this robust nonspecific “basal activation” caused by VPA, the GR activity reporter assay using pGRE-SEAP was performed solely using lithium. It should be noted that this is the only assay in which we only investigated the effects of lithium; in all of the other assays, both in vivo and in vitro, we investigated the effects of both lithium and VPA.

After establishment of the reporter system, we sought to investigate whether lithium-induced BAG-1 upregulation in SH-SY5Y cells (observed at 6 d with 1.0 mM lithium) resulted in an inhibitory effect on GR activity. We found that 6 d of treatment of SH-SY5Y cells with 1.0 mM lithium significantly inhibited GR activity induced by 100 nM dexamethasone (relative SEAP levels: without lithium, 22.72 ± 2.80; with 1.0 mM lithium, 16.80 ± 1.30; lithium vs control, \( p = 0.007 \)); interestingly, major effects were not seen with lower dexamethasone concentrations (Fig. 4a). Studies were also undertaken to determine whether the inhibitory effects of lithium on GR activity were, as postulated, only observed in a time frame in which BAG-1 protein levels were upregulated (Fig. 4b). This was indeed the case, with lithium...
exerting significant inhibitory effects on GR activity at 6 or 8 d; no significant effects were observed at 3 d (when BAG-1 levels are not upregulated). Furthermore, for the 6 or 8 d time point, different lithium concentrations (0.3, 0.6, 1.0, and 2.0 mM) were tested. On day 6, the inhibitory effect was observed only for 0.6 mM (relative SEAP levels: saline, 31.02 ± 3.30; 0.6 mM lithium, 26.69 ± 3.84; lithium vs saline, p = 0.015) and 1.0 mM (relative SEAP levels: saline, 31.02 ± 3.30; 1.0 mM lithium, 22.98 ± 2.27; lithium vs saline, p = 0.022), and on day 8, the effect was observed only for 1 mM (relative SEAP levels: saline, 38.10 ± 2.72; 1.0 mM lithium, 26.73 ± 2.93; lithium vs saline, p = 0.003). We therefore conclude that the inhibitory effect of lithium on GR activity was both time and dose dependent.

The inhibitory action of lithium on GR activity is markedly attenuated by BAG-1 siRNA treatment

Although the attenuation of GR activity by chronic lithium is entirely consistent with BAG-1 upregulation, lithium is known to exert a number of biochemical effects (Coyle and Manji, 2002). Thus, to more definitely delineate the role of BAG-1 in mediating the inhibitory effects of lithium on GR activity, BAG-1 siRNA was used to knock down BAG-1 protein levels. For quality control, we first tested the silencing effects of the siRNAs for BAG-1 and also the transfection efficiency. After cotransfection of SiBAG1A and SiBAG1C, significant (compared with the scrambled treated) BAG-1 gene silencing was observed after 72 h (at 72 h, after ODs of controls are adjusted to 1, relative ODs of the three isoforms are as follows: 50 kDa, 0.21 ± 0.19, p = 0.030; 46 kDa, 0.31 ± 0.14, p = 0.029; 36 kDa, 0.42 ± 0.08, p = 0.041) (Fig. 5). We then
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Effects of mood stabilizers on agonist-induced GR nuclear translocation. SH-SY5Y cells were treated for 6 d with 1.0 mM lithium or 1.0 mM sodium valproate. The cells were then exposed to 100 nM dexamethasone for 30 min to facilitate GR nuclear translocation. GR nuclear translocation was evaluated by counting (in a blinded manner) after double staining with anti-GR antibodies and DAPI (Fig. 7a). Quantitative analysis showed that both lithium or VPA significantly inhibited dexamethasone-induced GR nuclear translocation (relative levels compared with saline and dexamethasone free: saline plus dexamethasone, 3.52 ± 0.15; lithium plus dexamethasone, 1.96 ± 0.26; VPA plus dexamethasone, 1.48 ± 0.11; lithium plus dexamethasone vs saline plus dexamethasone, p = 6.30 × 10⁻⁵; VPA plus dexamethasone vs saline plus dexamethasone, p = 2.90 × 10⁻⁶; lithium plus dexamethasone vs VPA plus dexamethasone, p = 0.188) (Fig. 7b).

The inhibitory action of lithium or VPA on GR nuclear translocation is markedly attenuated by BAG-1 siRNA treatment

Once again, to more definitely delineate the role of BAG-1 in mediating the inhibitory effects of lithium or VPA on GR nuclear translocation, BAG-1 siRNAs (SiBAG1A and SiBAG1C) were used to knock down BAG-1 protein levels. Knocking down BAG-1 protein levels resulted in a marked attenuation of the inhibitory effects of lithium or VPA on GR nuclear translocation (dexamethasone-induced GR translocation rate in lithium-treated cells: siRNA, 1.72 ± 0.70; scrambled, 1.94 ± 0.79; siRNA vs scrambled, p = 0.009; all values are relative levels compared with the background, under which cells were treated with saline and scrambled and dexamethasone free) (Fig. 8a, representative micrographs, b, quantitative analysis). To further confirm the specificity of this finding, we tested the transfection efficiencies of both siRNA plasmids and scrambled control plasmids cotransfected with pEGFP-Luc. Counting results showed no difference between the two transfection conditions (based on six randomly chosen fields under microscope, 20× lens; transfection ratio of siRNA was 0.431 ± 0.080; transfection ratio of scrambled was 0.396 ± 0.083; siRNA vs scrambled, t test, p = 0.567).

Discussion

In this study, we demonstrated, for the first time, that BAG-1 upregulation may play an important role in the adaptive plasticity underlying the treatment of BD. Thus, we found that the structurally highly dissimilar antimanic agents lithium and valproate have a common effect on robustly upregulating BAG-1 protein levels after chronic treatment with therapeutically relevant concentrations as assessed both in vitro and in vivo. Furthermore, we found that, completely consistent with the
known effects of BAG-1 as a co-chaperone protein for the glucocorticoid receptor, chronic treatment with mood stabilizers attenuated GR nuclear translocation and GR-mediated gene expression. Notably, knocking down BAG-1 protein levels using a BAG-1 siRNA strategy markedly attenuated the effects of mood stabilizers on glucocorticoid-mediated GR nuclear translocation and gene expression; these observations strongly implicate BAG-1 in mediating (at least in part) the effects of mood stabilizers on GR trafficking and GR-mediated gene expression.

Because chronic administration of mood stabilizers brings about numerous biochemical effects, our laboratory (Manji et al., 1999; Manji and Lenox, 2000b) and others (Coyle and Duman, 2003) have established several criteria that findings should meet to maximize the likelihood of their therapeutic importance. First, this effect of mood stabilizers on BAG-1 protein expression and GR trafficking/function is a common effect of the structurally highly dissimilar antimanic agents lithium, which is a monovalent cation, and valproate, which is an eight-carbon branched fatty acid. Second, this BAG-1 upregulation by lithium and valproate occurs in the hippocampus, a brain region known to be involved in critical affective neuronal circuits. Third, BAG-1 up-regulation occurs in the CA3 subfield, a region in which robust protection against stress-induced apical dendritic retraction by lithium (VPA was not examined in that study) has been observed recently (Wood et al., 2004). Fourth, this effect of lithium and valproate on BAG-1 and GR trafficking/function occurs at therapeutic concentrations both in vivo and in vitro. Fifth, similar to the clinical therapeutic effects, the changes in BAG-1 protein expression and GR trafficking/function were observed only after chronic (and not acute) administration. Finally, the effects were specific for lithium and VPA (mood stabilizers), because chronic administration of an antidepressant, a psychostimulant, or an antipsychotic were all without effect on BAG-1. Although it is impossible to determine whether similar effects on BAG-1 occur in the human brain in vivo, our experimental conditions attempt to mimic this situation as closely as possible. Moreover, as we discuss later, indirect evidence suggests that mood stabilizers attenuate GR signaling in humans in vivo.

BAG-1 is a family of co-chaperones consisting of at least four polypeptides: BAG-1L, BAG-1M/RAP46, BAG-1, and p29 (Yang et al., 1998). These proteins are translated from the same mRNA at alternative translation initiation sites. They possess conserved C-terminal sequences, which enable them to bind and inhibit the action of the molecular chaperone heat shock protein (Hsp70/Hsc70) (Takayama et al., 1999). BAG-1 was originally identified as an anti-apoptotic protein because of its ability to bind and augment the activity of the anti-death protein BCL-2 (Takayama et al., 1995). Since then, other BAG-1 proteins have been identified and shown to interact with several cellular factors, including nuclear receptors, and with some signaling proteins, including the serine/threonine protein kinase Raf-1 (an upstream activator of ERK MAP kinases) (Song et al., 2001). Available data on the negative regulation of GR action by the BAG-1 proteins identify two modes of action: inhibition of the hormone binding activity of the GR and a more direct nuclear action at the level of regulation of the transactivation function of the receptor (Kanelakis et al., 1999; Schneikert et al., 1999).

BAG-1 is now known to exert cytoprotective effects in a variety of paradigms. Thus, overexpression of BAG-1 has been shown to protect against serum deprivation-induced cell death (Kermer et al., 2002), to confer a strong resistance to apoptotic neuronal death (Sourisseau et al., 2001), and similarly, to protect against glucocorticoid-induced apoptosis (Kullmann et al., 1998). These findings are supported by recent studies demonstrating that BAG-1-overexpressing transgenic mice showed decreased mortality compared with their wild-type littermates in a transient middle cerebral artery occlusion model (Kermer et al., 2003). In the only human study of which we are aware, Seidberg et al. (2003) examined injured brain tissue from adult patients that underwent emergent surgical decompression after traumatic brain injury. They found that, similar to the situation with BCL-2, traumatic brain injury was associated with an adaptive increase in BAG-1 isoforms in surviving neurons in the human brain.

The evidence that BAG-1 attenuates GR signaling suggests that the underlying primary pathophysiology of bipolar disorder may also involve abnormalities of this cellular cascade. Indeed, evidence of hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis activation in bipolar disorder is suggested by multiple lines of evidence. These
include lack of dexamethasone suppression of endogenous cortisol levels, increased adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) response to corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF), and altered responses to the combined dexamethasone/corticotropin release factor (DEX/CRF) challenge test (Schmider et al., 1995; Rybakowski and Twardowska, 1999). In a recent review, Sirois (2003) found that 75% of patients treated with exogenous corticosteroids exhibited affective symptoms, including mania and depression (Sirois, 2003). In an elegant recent study, using transgenic mice overexpressing GR specifically in forebrain, Wei et al. (2004) showed that GR modulates features of emotional responsiveness generally associated with BD.

In a series of studies, Wood et al. (2004) have demonstrated that chronic lithium treatment robustly prevents the stress-induced decrease in dendritic length, as well as the stress-induced increase in GLT-1 (glial glutamate transporter 1) mRNA expression and the phosphorylation of CAMP-response element binding in the hippocampus. In view of these findings, we specifically investigated the effects of chronic lithium or VPA on BAG-1 levels in CA3 pyramidal neurons of the hippocampus and observed significant increases in this hippocampal subfield. The data suggest that the ability of lithium and VPA to increase BAG-1 expression, and thereby attenuate GR signaling, may play an important role in their therapeutic effects. It is, of course, impossible to obtain longitudinal human data to definitively show that mood stabilizers increase BAG-1 protein levels in the human brain. Nevertheless, indirect evidence has supported this. In the DEX/CRF test, dexamethasone (acting via GR) inhibits the secretion of ACTH and cortisol. Thus, in this test, an attenuation of GR signaling by lithium would be manifested by an enhanced ACTH/cortisol response. This is indeed the case, with chronic lithium treatment resulting in an enhanced cortisol and ACTH response in this test (Bschor et al., 2002, 2003; Kunzel et al., 2003). Together, the data suggest that lithium does attenuate GR signaling in BD patients. It should be noted, however, that lithium and VPA have also been demonstrated to have marked effects on both the hypothalamic and extrahypothalamic CRF systems, precluding a simple interpretation of the clinical findings (Gilmor et al., 2003).

It is noteworthy that, in addition to attenuating GR signaling, chronic lithium or VPA, at therapeutically relevant concentrations, has been demonstrated to activate the ERK MAP kinase cascade (generally used by neurotrophic factors) in rodent brain and in cells with a human neuronal phenotype. Lithium and VPA also robustly upregulate the anti-apoptotic protein BCL-2. The effects of BAG-1 on the ERK MAP pathway and BCL-2 may also play a critical role in the long-term actions of mood stabilizers. In complimentary clinical studies, 4 weeks of lithium treatment produced a significant increase in N-acetylaspartate (a putative marker of neuronal viability and function) levels (Moore et al., 2000), which supports the hypothesis that some of the therapeutic actions of mood stabilizers may involve hitherto underappreciated neurotrophic/neuroprotective effects, likely mediated (at least in part) by BAG-1.

In conclusion, we demonstrate, for the first time, that the structurally highly dissimilar antiaminic agents lithium and VPA have a common effect on robustly upregulating BAG-1 protein levels after prolonged treatment with therapeutically relevant concentrations as assessed both in vitro and in vivo. Furthermore, completely consistent with the known effects of BAG-1 as a chaperone protein for the glucocorticoid receptor, chronic treatment with mood stabilizers attenuated GR nuclear translocation and GR-mediated gene expression. Also consistent with the effects of BAG-1 on neurotrophic signaling cascades, lithium and VPA activate ERK MAP kinases and upregulate BCL-2. It is notable that BAG-1 is also included in a large-scale study of the Max Planck Institute of Psychiatry testing associations of single-nucleotide polymorphisms of selected genes with treatment response in mood disorders (F. Holsboer, personal communication). Finally, the data suggest that novel BAG-1 activators may represent novel therapeutics for the treatment of severe mood disorders. This raises the exciting possibility that small-molecule “BAG-1 mimetics” could be developed not only for classical degenerative disorders but also for severe mood disorders.
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